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Abstrakt v anglickém jazyce 
This rigorous thesis is dealing with the Community Interest Society. In the first chapter, the 
legal persons are generally described. Their history, structure, definition and terms are 
described. The following part evaluates generally the Community Interest Society as a legal 
person and puts it into the legal system. The second chapter deals with the legal regulation of 
the Community Interest Society within the Czech legal system. The third chapter deals with 
origin and founding of the Community Interest Society, the fourth chapter deals with its 
dissolving, liquidation and decline. The fifth chapter deals witch obligatory authorities like 
director, board of directors, and supervisory board. The sixth chapter deals with the new legal 
code which will be legally forced on 1
st
 January 2014 and its influences on the Community 
Interest Society. In the seventh chapter the economy and activities of the Community Interest 
Society are discussed. In the last but one chapter there is a survey into foreign legal regulation 
of the Community Interest Society and specifically the Slovak legal regulation are described. 
The last chapter briefly informs about transformation of the legal assembly into a Community 
Interest Society. This thesis is finished by the conclusion. 
 
